
 

AUTOMATIC GATES THREAT OR BEST ADVICE? 

 

I feel like I am being threatened to spend money I don’t want to? Yes it may feel like it, 

but an investment in system betterment with a safer outcome has to be good all round. 

 

Historically we may have simply quoted people for the actual repair needed to get their 

gate up-and-running. This initial and obvious solution had some issues and frustrations. If 

the real cause of the fault, was not addressed, it or a similar one, would come back and 

add to the expense, building distrust between owner and maintainer accordingly. 

 

  
 

Since 2010 following the first accident’s court conclusion, most equipment 

manufacturers launched advanced control boards, with many new features and devices. 

All have been made available for the corrective measures needed to address the hazards 

now identified. More products are being introduced annually keeping the update topic 

current. 

 

This means that most if not all installations have the ability to be improved and enhanced 

not just for safety, but performance and in some cases, security, reliability etc. 

 

  
 

It is not in our interest to advertise anything negative about our industry, but sometimes 

safety issues make it necessary for us to protect our customers and their users! 

 



But these costs are high considering the likelihood of an incident! That is a fair point. 

However, explaining why not to improve safe operation, to the parent of an injured child, 

is something we feel too grave to risk. 

 

   
 

All installations have to be replaced at some point in time, as nothing lasts forever! Even 

though we would all like our gate systems to continue for as long as possible, inevitably 

each will need renewing. Parts and cables will wear and start to fail and when they do, a 

choice needs to be made, between continuing repairs or renewal. 

 

Older installations will also need more parts changing for them to meet current standards 

and a review of the system’s worthiness could be useful when facing larger upgrade or 

repair costs. Investing large sums on a poor life expectancy can become an un-wise return 

but any compromise on safety, even more costly! 

 

Regardless of whom is ultimately found responsible for any incident, owners should 

always act in the best interests of all concerned and having any involvement with a legal 

claim, best avoided. 

 

H&SE notices are evidence that care is necessary together with the right support and 

maintenance of all automatic gates, doors and such like. 

 

  
 

Every day good modifications and upgrades, on worthy gate systems, make good sense! 
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